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Proposed by: W. Gams, Centraalbureau voor Schimmelcultures, P.O. Box 273, 3740 AG Baarn, The 
Netherlands [on behalf of Subcommittee C of the IAPT Committee for Fungi and Lichens]. 

Report of Subcommittee C concerning further problems with Art. 13.1(d) and Art. 59. 

Subcommittee C of the IAPT Committee for Fungi and Lichens consisted of 21 members. Twenty- 
five documents were circulated. The following members voted on the questions discussed: M. Cas- 
tellano, Corvallis, Oregon; J. L. Crane, Champaign, Illinois; V. Demoulin, Liege; E. Farr, Washington, 
D.C.; W. Gams, Baarn; D. L. Hawksworth, Kew; L. Holm, Uppsala; R. P. Korf, Ithaca, N.Y.; Th. 
W. Kuyper, Wijster; M. J. Larsen, Madison, Wisconsin; G. M. Mueller, Chicago, Illinois; D. H. 
Nicolson, Washington, D.C.; M. E. Palm, Beltsville, Maryland; Sh. R. Pennycook, Auckland; S. 
Rauschert, Halle/S.; J. A. Stalpers, Baarn. Ten members also voted on an extra ballot concerning a long 
document provided at the last minute by S. Rauschert. 

Besides this report, the outcome of the deliberations is distilled in a) a set of proposals to alter the 
ICBN concerning sanctioned names (this issue) and b) a draft of a "Guide to the treatment of sanctioned 
fungal names" (to be published). 

The votes are reported in the sequence "accepted": "rejected" : "no opinion", with important com- 
ments added. 

Problems Around Sanctioning 
The members of this Subcommittee regard the new wording of Art. 13.1(d) with all its consequences 

as an essential progress in mycological nomenclature. Reverting to the pre-1981 system was not even 
considered. As few as possible further changes should now be made in the Code and few name changes 
are required in practice. A sanctioned status for fungal names did exist before Sydney; now it is only 
consistently extended to the whole set of basic works. 

Several points are not yet sufficiently clear in the present version of Art. 13.1(d) and associated 
rules. First of all: What exactly is sanctioning? Art. 7.17 concerning typification of sanctioned fungal 
names is still unsatisfactory. With a linguistic refinement and two alternatives including an addition 
to the "Guide for the Determination of Types" we hope to open ways for an acceptable solution. 

1. What is Sanctioning? (Props. 153-158) 
Definitions are required to distinguish the sanctioning function from that of conservation. It is 

proposed to place these in Art. 14 rather than in Art. 13.1(d). 
Sanctioning protects names against synonymous and homonymous competing names, whether these 

had been listed in the sanctioning work or not. It probably does not extend to non-fungal names, 
contrary to what may have been concluded from the present wording of Art. 13.1(d) (3:7:0). As 
relatively few lichen names are affected by sanctioning (Hawksworth, pers. comm.), members of this 
Subcommittee feel with a majority (5:3:2) that it is convenient to include lichenized fungi in the rule 
of sanctioning, in order to have as few exceptions to rules for fungi as possible. In addition, considering 
lichen names as possibly sanctioned will avoid problems such as those with Peziza diluta, which is 
both a non-sanctioned lichen and a sanctioned non-lichen (Hawksworth, pers. comm.). The proposal 
formulated here is based on the assumption that sanctioning will apply to lichens too. 

Synonyms overridden by sanctioned names are not available in any combination unless the syn- 
onymy postulated by the sanctioning author turns out to be erroneous (9:4:3). 

Concerning homonyms overridden by sanctioned names two alternative solutions are possible: (a) 
they are not available though legitimate and may become available in other, non-homonymous com- 
binations according to Art. 49, provided that no other sanctioned name is available for the same 
taxon (9:4:3); (b) it might be postulated that overridden homonyms should be declared illegitimate 
and could be replaced only according to Art. 72 Note 1 (as a consequence of Art. 14.6). 

Consequently two alternative Proposals (155a and b) have been formulated. 

2. Which Names are Sanctioned? (Prop. 154) 
Criteria for deciding which names were adopted by Persoon and Fries were voted upon as follows: 

Besides the names explicitly accepted in the main text of the Systema Mycologicum, generic names 
adopted with author citation and a taxonomic code in the 'Introductio' are also sanctioned (13:1:2). 
The lichen genera listed on page XXIII of Systema Mycologicum Vol. 1 are, however, not sanctioned. 
Names cited among "species inquirendae" are not sanctioned unless they were later explicitly adopted 
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(13:1:2). Names appearing in small-print sections (excluding footnotes) are not sanctioned (13:0:3). 
Names cited in footnotes are sanctioned unless a negative comment is given (12:2:2). 

3. The Date of Sanctioning (Prop. 154) 
In the volumes of Fries's Systema-Elenchus complex extending over the years 1821-1832, names 

were sanctioned either serially or simultaneously. In the present version of Appendix III highest weight 
is given to the latest sanctioned names (example Septoria, p. 297, Taxon 33: 315. 1984). In contrast 
with this view, a vote (15:1:0) made it clear that these differences do not affect the sanctioned status 
when a choice between several names must be made. Also when Fries changed his mind during this 
period about the acceptability of a name, this does not affect the sanctioned status, as sanctioning 
cannot be withdrawn (13:1:2). This is formulated in Kuyper's version of proposed Art. 14."p" (7:4: 
5) with a slight modification. 

4. The Role of the 1832 Index of Systema Mycologicum (Prop. 153) 
The members agree that this Index is an essential part of the Systema Mycologicum, though not 

an integral continuation of the three volumes, and should therefore be cited explicitly in Art. 13.1(d) 
(13:2:1). 

Considering the possibility that later sanctioning would override earlier sanctioning in analogy with 
conservation, the suggestion was made to attribute stronger weight to the Index than to the rest of the 
Systema-Elenchus complex. This suggestion was rejected (3:12:1). 

In the Index, Fries expressed his views on the status of genera and species by the use of different 
letter types. Names of species printed in italics and those of genera printed in small caps are not 
sanctioned (12:0:4). 

Examples of erroneous letter types, which are not considered as sanctioned, are listed in the "Guide 
to the treatment of sanctioned fungal names". 

The list of sanctioned fungal names published by Gams (1984) was incomplete and is to be sup- 
plemented soon. As some uncertainties still remain about which names are sanctioned, decisions 
endorsed by the members of this Subcommittee and to be published in the forthcoming supplement 
may, though they are not binding (5:3:8), be used for guidance. 

Fries included many lately published fungal names in the Index with or without bibliographic 
citation. A slight majority (7:5:4), including the most experienced mycologists, favour the view that 
all such names are sanctioned, when at least the author is indicated, because the mere mention of the 
author was usually a sufficient citation in Fries's era and tracing the origin is relatively easy. Others 
feel that only those names with full bibliographic data or emphasis in footnotes should be sanctioned. 

5. Competition Between Several Sanctioned Names for One Taxon (Props. 159-161) 
When several sanctioned names compete for one taxon, the oldest validly published legitimate name 

is to be selected (15:1:0). The possibility of generally following the first revisor has been rejected 
unanimously (0:15:1). (This rule (Art. 57.2) applies only to synonyms with basionyms of the same 
date.) 

Necessary provisions for sanctioned names in Articles 63 and 64 were accepted (12:1:4), and (13: 
1:2). Editorial modifications of Articles 6.4, 45.3, 48 Note 2 and 62.2 were approved with 14 and 13 
votes, respectively. The intended addition to 48 Note 2 (12:2:2) is, however, considered unreasonable: 
Sanctioning does not supersede the type of a name established by the author or imposed by the Code 
(this is already a logical corollary of sanctioning), but conservation under 14.8 does (Nicolson). There- 
fore the proposed addition seems superfluous. 

a. Competing sanctioned synonyms (Prop. 160): 
An addition to Art. 63 is required in order to exempt sanctioned names from that Article, but with 

the exception of sanctioned synonyms (12:1:4). Erroneous decisions by Persoon or Fries about syn- 
onymy need not be followed (15:0:1). 

If two sanctioned names of the same rank are united, the first-published name always has precedence. 
A different choice by the sanctioning author has to be corrected (9:0:1). 

b. Competing sanctioned homonyms (Prop. 161): 
All sanctioned younger homonyms are illegitimate, even if Fries later changed the name of the older 

homonym (9:1:0). A proposal that in the case of sanctioned homonyms the younger homonym still 
has protected status was not approved (4:5:7). 
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Illegitimacy of younger homonyms is removed by the creation of new names according to Art. 72 
Note 1, which may have the same epithet but are not sanctioned (13:1:2). If Fries replaced both 
homonyms, the replacement of the older sanctioned homonym is superfluous, unless taxonomic 
reasons imposed the change (10:3:3); this replacement does not render the younger homonym legitimate 
(9:1:0). When Fries corrected his previous taxonomic decision in the index of the same volume of 
S.M., according to Rauschert, this correction in the same work renders the corrected name non- 
sanctioned. Therefore the apparently sanctioned names Agaricus nitens Vahl and A. luridus Schaeff. 
would not be sanctioned because of the correction in the index of Vol. 1 of S.M. This interpretation 
would be an exception to the principle that sanctioning cannot be withdrawn. It is at variance with 
Rauschert's statement that a change of rank of a sanctioned taxon in the index of the same volume 
would imply sanctioning at both ranks (example Boletus badius in S.M. 1: 392 and 515). 

6. Names of Uncertain Application (Prop. 162) 
The resurrection of uncertain taxa by neotypification should be avoided (11:1:4). Names of doubtful 

application or names that consistently caused confusion should be abandoned completely (7:3:0). 
Sanctioning cannot force a mycologist to use a name in a sense in which the correctness is not evident 
to him. 

Korf, however, finds reintroduction of the terms Nomen dubium and Nomen ambiguum undesirable. 
Nicolson: "Names used in different senses (nom. ambig., former Art. 69) or based on discordant 
elements (nom. confus., former Art. 70) have solutions under the Code. Nomina confusa and ambigua 
can be solved by lectotypification and, under current Art. 69, can be proposed for rejection if widely 
and persistently used in a sense not including the (lecto)type. It is very difficult (but not impossible) 
to apply Art. 69 to true nomina dubia. At the moment it would seem to require demonstration that 
the name is widely and persistently used in a sense not including its type. This is difficult for two 
reasons: (1) the type is often unknown and (2) usage is generally neither wide nor persistent. 

If Art. 69 were expanded to permit proposal of rejection of names that have fallen into disuse or 
something like that then it would be easier to invoke Art. 69." 

7. The Rank of Sanctioned Fungal Names (Prop. 163) 
Sanctioning is confined to the rank of a taxon adopted by the sanctioning author (16:0:0). Only if 

Fries changed his mind about the rank of a fungus at another place in the basic books, is it possible 
that a fungus was sanctioned at two different ranks (13:1:2). However, if Fries in one of the Indices 
subordinated one taxon under another, without formally creating a new combination, the new com- 
bination is nonexistent and therefore not sanctioned (8:2:0). 

Infrageneric taxa: A suggestion to translate Fries's usage of tribus, subtribus and taxa into the 
presently used hierarchy of ranks was refuted with (4:7:5). Hence formerly sanctioned infrageneric 
taxa are not protected when used as genera (10:2:4). The only effect of sanctioning is then that on 
typification (9:2:5). 

Infraspecific taxa: A generalization may be made for infraspecific taxa to interpret those marked 
with Greek letters as varietas, those with Roman letters as forma. The terms varietas and subspecies 
were used indiscriminately by Persoon and Fries and were not distinguished in that era (7:3:6). Some 
obvious errors in this notation may be corrected (7:4:5): they are listed in the Guide to the treatment 
of sanctioned fungal names". As Fries used names of infraspecific categories in a few cases, some 
members feel that the above generalization is in conflict with Art. 35.2 and a sanctioned protection 
can only apply in the cases of explicit mention of the rank. The votes of preference to one of these 
alternatives do not allow a decision, but, as many such cases occur, the former solution will undoubtedly 
provide more stability to nomenclature. For this purpose two alternative proposals for an addition to 
Art. 35.5 are made. 

When Fries (or Persoon) repeated a generic initial after an infraspecific Greek or Roman symbol, 
this is nevertheless considered as indicating an infraspecific taxon (12:0:4). Roman letters after a 
species number do not render a taxon infraspecific (9:0:7). Single adjectives resembling infraspecific 
epithets but not printed in italics are not to be accepted as sanctioned infraspecific epithets (8:0:8). 

8. The Typification of Sanctioned Fungal Names (Prop. 164) 
The present situation of Art. 7.17 is unsatisfactory because it allows arbitrary decisions about when 

a neotypification in the sense of Fries is admitted and when not. The article speaks of typification in 
general, even enabling supersession ofa holotype, but most people seem to restrict it to neotypification. 
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Much debate went on whether this should be solved by either removing (6:6:4) or altering this 
paragraph. 

Some mycologists feel that Art. 7.17 has the advantage that typification is possible with all elements 
which were (directly or indirectly) cited in the sanctioning work to the benefit of nomenclatural stability 
(Korf, 1982, 1983; Rauschert, 1983). In any case, typification of sanctioned names is normally de- 
termined by the protologue. But the sanctioning author is permitted to redefine a fungal name with 
an element newly added after the original publication. This case of added new elements applies 
frequently, and many names are now in use in the sense of one of the sanctioning authors rather than 
of the original, often vague description. 

A modification of Art. 7.17, which discriminates between cases of agreement or disagreement with 
the protologue received a vote of (7:4:5). A suggestion not to legitimize misinterpretations by Fries 
was rejected with (3:6:7). Hence it is clear that a majority wishes to handle the interpretation of the 
sanctioning author as liberally as possible, to "give a maximum flexibility to monographers to choose 
as type that element or those elements which would best preserve current usage" (Korf). 

Problems arising from "discordance with the protologue" are to be solved by adopting one of the 
three alternative proposals (164a-c) made for Art. 7.17. 

While only a (5:7:4) vote would leave Art. 7.17 unchanged, a stylistic improvement suggested by 
Korf in the last minute is adopted here to read ". .. may be based on anything associated with the 
name in that work". Although Art. 7.17 is an exception to the rules of 7.4 and 7.12, it was not found 
necessary (5:6:5) to cross-reference 7.17 at these places. A possible limitation of the 7.17 rule to 
substitute names was rejected (1:9:6). Exemption of sanctioned names from the rule of automatic 
typification with the type of the oldest element included was not strongly endorsed (7:4:5). 

9. The Citation of the Sanctioning Author 
Sanctioning concerns names and not epithets (as suggested by Korf, 1983) (10:0:0). Nevertheless, 

this subcommittee supports Korf's rule that the citation of the sanctioning author is firmly connected 
with the first author cited for a name (15:1:0) (see also Proposal 166 by Subcommittee B). The 
sanctioning author may even be cited for a basionym when he later recombined it into another genus 
while sanctioning it. This basionym-sanctioning citation need not be given in brackets (as suggested 
by Kreisel) (2:7:1). 

When the rank of a sanctioned name is changed, its protection expires. The name then only retains 
its typification status from the sanctioning author. A colon citation of the sanctioning author is then 
not recommended. 

To differentiate between such cases of changed rank and names protected at the present rank, Gams 
(in Gams and Kuyper, 1984) suggested the use of a semicolon (";") citation of the sanctioning author. 
This usage was regarded as permissible by a vote of (10:4:2) but is not endorsed to be entered as a 
recommendation in the Code. The suggestion to cite the sanctioning author outside the bracketed 
original author when the rank was changed in the sanctioning work [Agaricus subdulcis var. cam- 
phoratus (Bull. ut spec.) Fr. 1821 :Fr.] was rejected (2:7:1). 

10. The Spelling of Sanctioned Names (Prop. 165) 
When a name was spelt differently by the original and the sanctioning author, the suggestion was 

made to retain the latter's spelling but this suggestion was rejected (4:11:1). Hence, according to Art. 
73.2, the original spelling must be retained. 

Article 59 
Thanks to the efforts of my eminent predecessor, Luella K. Weresub, Art. 59 has been reformed 

essentially at the Sydney Botanical Congress. Concerning the remaining nomenclatural problems of 
pleo-anamorphic fungi the members of this Subcommittee do not feel much need of action. 

A few things have clearly emerged: There is only a slight majority favouring the view that a type 
specimen must show all characters of the genus involved (6:4:6). Anamorph taxa need not be mono- 
morphic and should not be reduced to a monomorphic definition (rejected, 1:8:7). Which name is to 
be selected among those applied to several morphs for a pleoanamorphic fungus, remains an unsolved 
problem. 

Literature Cited 
Gams, W. 1984. An index to fungal names and epithets sanctioned by Persoon and Fries. Mycotaxon 

19: 219-270. 
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Netherlands. 

(166) Proposal to insert "as a form of shorthand in nomenclatural discussions" after "desirable" in 
Rec. 50E.2. 

Following the meeting of the Special Committee for Fungi and Lichens at the Third International 
Mycological Congress in Tokyo in 1983, the Committee authorized the establishment of five ad hoc 
subcommittees. The above proposal arose from Subcommittee B established to consider the "Citation 
and Transfer of Fungal Names". The Subcommittee comprised Professor T. Ahti, Dr. J. R. Boise, 
Dr. H. H. Burdsall, Mrs. E. Farr, Professor D. L. Hawksworth (Convenor), Dr. L. Holm, Professor 
R. P. Korf, Dr. G. M. Mueller, Dr. Z. Pouzar, Dr. S. Redhead and Dr. Y.-c. Wang. 

Following the circulation of discussion papers and responses, a ballot on the various suggestions 
was held, to which nine of the then ten members responded. The key unequivocal conclusions were: 

(a) Rec. 50E.2 should be retained as a Recommendation not an Article. 
(b) The suggested use of";" (see Kuyper and Gams, Mycotaxon 20: 619-621, 1984) and "nom. sanct." 

(T. Ahti, pers. comm.) should be rejected. 
(c) Rec. 50E.2 should be modified (Prop. 166) 
(d) Names and epithets should only be sanctioned in the rank awarded to them by the sanctioning 

author. 

There was also strong support from several members for the addition of "as a form of shorthand 
in nomenclatural discussions" after "desirable" in Rec. 50E.2. Although this did not quite receive a 
majority vote it was felt that this wording should be put forward as a formal proposal so that the 
botanical community as a whole could express their views on the question. 

The main reasons for this proposal, which is in sympathy with those of the former IMA Nomen- 
clatural Secretariat Committee which led to the wording suggested in Taxon 28: 424-431 (1979), were 
that (a) the introduction of a statement on the status of a name as part of routine citations, which 
otherwise are concerned with the place of publication, is contrary to the practice used for other 
indications of nomenclatural status in the Code (e.g. nom. cons., nom. rej., nom. illegit., comb. inval.), 
(b) it is easily misunderstood by those who are not nomenclatural specialists and leads to incorrect 
interpretations of the dates of publication of the epithet concerned (errors are already appearing in 
print even in "leading" mycological journals), and (c) at a time when moves are starting to be made 
towards greater consistency between the botanical, the bacteriological and zoological Codes, the regular 
use of notations foreign to nomenclature as a whole is to be deplored. 

Proposed by: D. L. Hawksworth (Convenor), CAB International Mycological Institute, Ferry Lane, 
Kew, Surrey TW9 3AF, UK [on behalf of the Special Committee for Fungi, Subcommittee B]. 

(167) Proposal to change the name of the "Committee for Fungi and Lichens" to the "Committee for 
Fungi" in Division 111.2(4). 

"Lichenes" was deleted as a separate group category when Art. 13.1(d) was revised at the Sydney 
Congress, and also generic names of lichen-forming fungi have been integrated with those of other fungi 
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